
Objective KPIs Ways to Measure Performance Key Touchpoints for Managing 
and Requesting Feedback Other Data Points to Analyze

Online Visibility Higher SEO rankings Keyword rankings, domain 
authority 

Local business listings and 
Google My Business

Referring keywords, traffic, NAP 
consistency, and inbound links

Brand Reputation Better reviews and higher 
ratings Overall ratings, review volume Online review sites and social 

media pages Review volume and velocity

Greater responsiveness Review response rate Responses to online reviews 
and social media comments

Trending feedback from text 
analytics and sentiment analysis

Higher social media 
engagement levels

Post reach and engagement, 
audience growth rate Social media pages Retweets, comments, shares, 

forwards

Customer Satisfaction  
and Loyalty

Higher Net Promoter Score 
(NPS) NPS methodology Review request e-mails and 

customer surveys
Customer ID and survey 
response rate

Increased customer interaction 
and engagement

Visit frequency, core user 
actions Customer e-mails Interaction history, testimonials, 

e-mail click-through and sharing

Increased share of wallet Wallet Allocation Rule Checkout process Interaction history, repeat visits

Higher emotion scores Review request e-mails and 
customer surveys

Text and sentiment analysis of  
reviews and social media posts

Sales and Revenue

Lower bounce rates and higher 
click-through rates

Bounce, click-through, and task 
completion rates

Product pages, checkout 
process and recommendations Usability tests

Improved mobile experience Mobile interaction metrics Mobile website and app Geolocation data

Higher conversion rate Product pages Campaign ID and shopping cart 
abandonment rate

Optimized channel marketing Review request e-mails and 
multi-channel touchpoints

Referring sites and advertising 
ROI

Customer Service  
and Support

Higher support satisfaction 
ratings Customer effort scores Online review sites and social 

media and support pages
Support content consumption 
rate

Faster resolution time First response and problem 
resolution times

Social media and support 
pages

Social media and support 
response rate

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK 
CHEAT SHEET

For more information, visit ReviewTrackers.com

To compete in a world where consumers’ purchase decisions are heavily influenced by what others are saying online, your organization 
must be able to effectively manage customer feedback. This cheat sheet maps a strategy for helping you harness customer feedback at key 
customer touchpoints, in ways that make a positive impact on your key objectives and bottom line.


